A small farmer works on her own farm. In tough times, she also works on other farms as a laborer. When the agriculture season is over, she goes to the forest to collect gum and other forest produce. Year round, she produces embroidered items either at a piece rate for a contractor or for sale to a trader who comes to her village to buy goods. Now, how should her trade be categorized? Does she belong to the agricultural sector, the factory sector, or the home-based work sector? Should she be categorized as a farmer or a farm worker? Is she self-employed or is she a piece-rate worker? Because her situation cannot be defined and contained neatly in a box, she has no work status and her right to representation in a union is unrealized. She is denied access to financial services or training to upgrade her skills. The tyranny of having to belong to a well-defined "category" has condemned her to having no "identity."
-Ela R. Bhatt 1
IntroductIon
In the last few decades India has attained significant global prominence because of its remarkable economic development, second only to China.
2 Scholars note that after opening up its economy India has consistently experienced a high growth of gross domestic product (GDP).
3 Some, however, question this liberalization-induced economic growth, contending that India's economic growth considerably preceded the opening of its market to global competition. 4 Nonetheless, they admit that economic growth might have accelerated in the post-liberalization era. 5 In any case, irrespective of whether or not India's 1 ela R. Bhatt Informal workers are workers who do not conform to the model of traditional industrial citizenship, which is characterized by employment in a long-term relationship with comprehensive benefits emanating from the relationship. As part of this form of industrial citizenship, while the employer is the principal entity responsible for the workers' wellbeing, the state monitors the relationship and regulates it to conform to its politics. As contrasted to this so-called formal model of industrial workers, the terminology informal is used as a catch-all phrase in order to indicate the range of workers engaged in activities that do not characterize the form (as mentioned in Ela R. Bhatt's quote at the beginning). Since regulatory principles are based on this formal model -in India, as elsewhere -the laws promoting workers' welfare structurally exclude informal workers. While there are generic laws, such as the prohibition of child labor or promotion of maternity benefits, which should be applicable to all workers, their implementation mechanisms are essentially formulated with the formal model in mind, thereby failing to integrate informal workers at the enforcement level. Therefore, from a legal point of view, at a general level of conceptualization, it is reasonable to underline that informal workers are workers who are excluded from the state's monitoring and regulatory purview.
Informal workers may be both waged workers and self-employed workers. However, the natures of their employment and activity are significantly different from the typical waged or self-employed worker. For example, although domestic workers and workers employed in small establishments are engaged in employment relationships, their employment is mostly undocumented, they are likely to have multiple employers, they are unlikely to receive statutory minimum wages, and they are generally excluded from claims, which waged workers can reasonably make against their employers. Oftentimes, illegal practices, such as the employment of child labor, are rampant in these employment relationships. The convoluted nature of informal waged employment also makes it difficult to establish an employment relationship between the workers and the employer.
Street vendors and waste pickers, on the other hand, are self-employed informal workers. Their self-employment too differs from the traditional self-employed workers such as lawyers, doctors, consultants, or freelance professionals. Informal self-employed workers generally are neither documented nor regulated, they are not registered with any professional agency, they are unlikely to pay professional taxes, and their interactions with the state and its agencies oftentimes pulls in opposite directions. These self-employed informal workers sometimes operate at the borders of legality/illegality because of their unauthorized use of public spaces and government services. 12 It is worthwhile 12 For example, waste pickers -a category of informal workers that I extensively to note here that the categories of self-employment and waged work -in the context of informal workers -are not rigid categories: a waged domestic worker can decide to become a self-employed waste picker with ease. This movement from one category to another is the fact of informality.
In the Indian context, the exclusion of informal workers from the scope of the state's welfare commitment stands in stark contrast to the constitutional principles, which delineate specific provisions on workers' welfare. 13 In spite of the constitutional safeguards, the condition of informal workers remains precarious.
14 The Constitution of India provides for the right to unionization, freedom of speech and expression, the right against forced labor, the right against child labor, the right to a worthy livelihood, equal pay for equal work, the right to decent work, and the right to appropriate conditions of work, among others. 15 Thus, the Constitution aims at promoting a well-rounded dignified human life for workers. 16 According to Granville Austin, the Indian Constitution contains a "statement of . . . social revolution," which aims to promote positive freedom of the masses. 17 However, in spite of the promise, the constitutional guarantees have been unable to promote an overall dignified life for the people of India, including informal workers. 18 refer to in this Article -are considered unauthorized intruders on public land, municipal receptacles, and garbage dumping places. While municipalities have their own staff, who are legally authorized to access solid waste from public places for waste recycling and composting purposes, waste pickers -whose waste collection is often tolerated, even though they are not authorized to access public solid waste -make use of the waste for their livelihood. The municipal employees are formal government employees with service-related benefits; waste pickers, to the contrary, are self-employed workers whose principal source of income is the selling of recyclable waste to the recycling industry. Thus, while recycling might be undertaken by both self-employed and waged workers, it is only when it is done by undocumented and unmonitored self-employed workers, whose livelihood depends on recycling, that it qualifies as informal. 13 india const. pts. III-IV. 14 nceus, RePoRt on Such vulnerability and marginalization is a result of the absence of informal workers from policy circles. 21 In India, more than ninety percent of the workforce is informal. 22 One of the reasons for such exclusion and invisibility seems to be the absence of trade unionism involving informal workers.
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According to one account, only about eight percent of informal workers, who are not engaged in agricultural and related activities, are organized in unions. 24 Traditional trade unions have largely failed to integrate informal workers into their membership fold. 25 However, there are a few exceptions to this trend in certain sectors such as the construction industry and the bidi (hand-made cigarettes) industry. Rina Agarwala has documented some of the unionization initiatives of informal workers in the abovementioned industries. 26 She notes that some federations of trade unions in India have been successful in organizing informal workers in these industries, and that these trade unions of informal workers are, in fact, rewriting the state-labor relations and evolving new unionization strategies that make claims directly against the state rather than an employer. While Agarwala's study offers us important insights into the organizational strategies of informal workers, her account remains incomplete. Agarwala's study is concerned only with industry-specific informal workers. Her chosen industries -construction and bidi manufacturing -are characterized by specific workplaces and waged workers, and include both formal and informal workers. Furthermore, her study analyzes trade unionism amongst informal workers. Accordingly, it fails to account for those informal workers who regularly shift from one work to another, those who work for multiple employers in different jobs, workers who do not have a specific workplace, and selfemployed workers (such as street vendors and waste pickers). Moreover, since her focus is on unionism in two specific industries, she leaves out a range of other organizing strategies (not necessarily trade unionism) undertaken by a variety of informal workers.
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Informal workers are increasingly organizing into innovative associations that are different from traditional trade unions, which Agarwala overlooks. These organizations devise their strategies and their legal statuses in view of the atypical characteristics of informal activities. Informal workers may be waged workers, self-employed workers, subject to multiple intertwined employmentlike relationships, with or without a workplace, isolated, and dispersed. In view of this wide range of attributes, informal workers' organizations legally take shape in the form of trade unions, cooperative societies, charitable trusts, registered societies, and even companies. These organizations also employ a range of strategies that are not typical of traditional trade unions. In her study, Agarwala points out how trade unions of informal workers engage with the institutions of the state. 29 While negotiation with the state is an important function of informal workers' organizations, they also make use of the market, undertake welfare functions, and effectively engage with the civil society. Informal workers' organizations therefore cannot be seen only through a state-labor lens, but offer a more complex scenario of how informal workers strategize to ameliorate their conditions.
In this Article, I document some of these organizations of informal workers, their characteristics, and functions. On this basis, I contend that these organizations offer a new model for collective action by informal workers. The organizational model I discuss could become a precursor to solidaritybased initiatives by informal workers globally. I argue that these associations of informal workers are a sui generis organization of informal workers. Even though some of them are registered as trade unions, characteristically they 28 AgaRWala, supra note 8, at 10-13. 29 Id.; Agarwala, supra note 8.
differ from trade unions in the traditional sense of the term. I term these organizations of informal workers, workers' aggregations.
The Article is divided into four Parts. In the following Part I, I briefly outline the trade union movement in India and the exclusion of informal workers from it. In Part II, I describe the formation and functions of three selected organizations of informal workers in India. In Part III, drawing on my discussion of the characteristics of these organizations, I conceptualize a sui generis form of organization of informal workers, which I term workers' aggregation. In Part IV, I discuss how the informal workers' aggregations in India are making innovative use of the existing legislative framework in furtherance of their objectives. I argue that in spite of a legislative framework that is generally conducive to the unique organizational initiative of informal workers, the non-recognition of certain categories of informal workers under law poses a challenge to the promotion of effective collective action by informal workers. In the last Part I provide a brief conclusion.
I. trade unIonIsm In IndIa and Informal Workers
In India, workers' resistance to employers, with the outside support of progressive individuals, took shape immediately after the large-scale infrastructural and industrial initiatives undertaken by the British during the 1850s. 30 While the first workers' organization was formed by cotton mill workers in 1890 in Bombay, a formal trade union was not established in India until 1918. By 1929, though, trade unions were prevalent across all industries in the country.
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Established in 1920, the ideologically communist-dominated All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC) was the first national federation of trade unions in India, which then split several times due to political divergences in the post-independence era. 32 In 1947, the ruling party, Congress-I, introduced its own trade union, the Indian National Trade Union Congress (INTUC), in order to receive working class support for government policies. 33 This initiative established a double link between the government and the unions (one through the party and the other through the government executive).
Because of the trade unions' dependence on the government and political parties, the industrial relations in India have been a state-centric phenomenon. 34 The government(s) retains the power to interfere and shape industrial relations. Except in some states, trade unions in India are not legally recognized as bargaining agents. Such non-recognition of trade unions allows the government(s) to privilege one trade union over the other, thereby diminishing the scope of effective collective bargaining. 35 Moreover, the government(s) has legally safeguarded monopoly over the industrial dispute resolution mechanism, which hardly allows any scope for collective bargaining and consequent agreement.
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Collective bargaining is, therefore, severely restricted in India because of the legislative framework and government interference in industrial relations.
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The upside of the system is that the trade unions have direct access to political parties and sometimes the government, which ensures their visibility if not their influence.
However, the power and effectiveness of trade unionism in India -which penetrated only a small percentage of formal workers -substantially declined after 1991. 38 In 1991 the government of India promoted the large-scale opening of the Indian economy. Trade unions were perceived as inhibiting factors towards the liberalization of the economy. 39 unions' already deplorable bargaining power, along with many measures intended to help employers operate in a flexible labor market. 40 Even though there is no conclusive evidence that trade union density in India has declined in the post neo-liberalization period, some authors argue that indeed it has. 41 Government promotion of flexibilization resulted in the increase of informal workers vis-à-vis the formal ones, which in turn catalyzed the deterioration of the trade union movement. 42 The movement remained concentrated mainly in the formal sector -especially the public sector -and was unable to penetrate the informal economy. The flexibilization increased the already wide array of informal workers to an enormous level: 92.38% of workers in India are informal workers, as compared to 7.46% formal workers (latest data [2004] [2005] . 43 In spite of this substantial increase of informal workers in India, trade unions generally have failed to integrate informal workers into their membership fold. 44 While traditional trade unions in India initially helped unskilled workers and their families, their attitude towards informal workers as equal members has been largely repulsive. 45 This may explain why they failed to recognize that organizing informal workers requires strategies that are different than those needed for organizing formal workers. 46 This attitude largely emanates from an unwillingness to see informal workers as full participants in industrial citizenship like the formal workers, 47 and has bred insensitivity towards the needs of informal workers. 48 It is only recently that some of the traditional trade unions have woken up to the challenge of organizing informal workers, as Agarwala shows in her study. 49 Agarwala notes that traditional trade union federations, in particular that of a communist political orientation, have been successful in organizing informal workers. 50 However, while unionizing informal workers, these traditionally formal workers' trade unions adopt a different strategy than the one adopted for formal workers. 51 In her study, Agarwala shows that unlike the formal workers, informal workers' trade unions make claims directly against the state rather than an employer, even when they have an employer. 52 She further argues that informal workers base this claim on their citizenship rather than their employment relationship or their worker status. 53 Agarwala also describes that while informal workers in the construction and the bidi industries are organized in their respective workplaces, their workplaces may be varied, ranging from their construction sites to their respective homes. This means that the traditional strategy of specific workplace-based organizing followed generally by the formal workers needs to be modified in favor of a more flexible and pluralistic understanding of workplaces for organizing informal workers. Furthermore, she contends that trade unionism of informal workers in India, by making direct claims against the state, excludes employers from the bargaining purview.
What Agarwala terms an emerging state-labor relationship involving informal workers in India, others consider as part of a social-movement unionism signifying a broadening of trade union agendas. 54 As part of this social-movement unionism, labor is renewing its relation with the state, in the sense that they hold the state accountable to them and compel the state to enact legislation for them. 55 There are, however, differences in detail in the way Agarwala conceptualizes trade unionism of informal workers and social- movement unionism. While both of these conceptualizations are concerned with labor's direct claim against the state, the difference between the two is that in Agarwala's conception, the workers' claim is based on their citizenship status, whereas social-movement unionism sometimes aspires to integrate employers too in the negotiation process. By integrating employers into the negotiation process, social-movement unionism also includes the traditional employer-employee negotiation as part of the movement. Thus, while socialmovement unionism retains the employer-employee perspective even when negotiating with the state, the informal workers' trade unionism, as Agarwala understands it, rules out any such perspective.
While Agarwala's study is important in conceptualizing models and strategies of informal workers' trade unionism, her study is limited to the experiences in two sectors, albeit very important ones. The two sectors that Agarwala studies are also privileged in the sense that both of those have (sector-) specific welfare legislation, which is not the case with the range of other informal activities. Her sector-specific study is not concerned with one of the fundamental features characterizing informal workers, i.e., they change their works and affiliations on a regular basis (as indicated by Ela Bhatt, quoted at the beginning of this Article). 56 Such shifts from one kind of work to another also mean that the work-based status of informal workers also keeps changing. Accordingly, an informal worker could be a waged worker one day, a self-employed worker on another, engaged in multiple employment-like relationships on yet another day, and sometimes engaged in trade relationships that are difficult to define. In fact, several of these workrelated statuses could apply to an informal worker on a single day. For these different categories of informal workers, trade unionism is not only a distant idea but also an impossible proposition if unionizing strategies are focused on workplace(s) and employees. Agarwala recognizes this difficulty, pointing out that it is only a small minority of informal workers who are engaged in unionism in India. That collective action through organizational initiatives is generally scarce amongst informal workers in India has also been noted by the high-powered National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (NCEUS).
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Because of the scarcity of collective organization amongst informal workers in India, despite constituting the significant majority of the workforce in the country, they remain invisible to the policy lens. notes that informal workers in India remain largely absent from policy circles. 58 Bhatt notes that this invisibility may be attributed in part to the insignificance of trade unionism involving informal workers. 59 However, this scarcity of unionism does not mean that the informal workers are completely unorganized. In fact, though still the minority, many informal workers in India have organized themselves into a range of associations. Agarwala documents how industryspecific informal workers are organizing through the traditional trade union path. Admittedly however, such union initiatives are only marginal amongst informal workers in India.
II. organIzatIon of Informal Workers
Because of the limited efforts to integrate informal workers by the biggest party-linked trade unions, newer modes of organizations employing innovative organizational strategies amongst informal workers in India are emerging.
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Many informal workers in India have organized themselves into trade unions, cooperative societies, and charitable trusts in order to promote their interests. A discussion of these varieties of organizing mechanisms is absent from Agarwala's frame of reference. 61 While following her larger agenda of identifying the organizing initiative of informal workers and newer strategies of such organizations, in this Part I discuss organizational initiatives of informal workers that are neither industry-based nor supported by traditional trade union federations. In my discussion, apart from the strategies of state negotiation, I identify other strategies where these organizations successfully use the market, undertake welfare provisioning, and engage in civil society activism. I have chosen the following organizations of informal workers because these are not connected to traditional trade unions (i.e., federations of trade unions), and they are representative of newer models of organization that employ a range of strategies apart from bargaining with the state or the employer. Finally, as opposed to Agarwala's emphasis on informal workers in employment relationships, 62 my primary focus is on self-employed informal workers. I discuss three organizational initiatives of informal self-employed workers 58 at different locations in India, pointing to two aspects of such organization -the formation process and the functions. I do so in order to indicate that these organizations are sui generis organizations and different from traditional trade unions.
A. The Self Employed Women's Association
The Self Employed Women's Association (SEWA) is one of the biggest trade unions in India and a well-known organization of informal workers.
63 Registered in 1972, SEWA is an organization of self-employed poor women workers 64 that aims to promote full employment for its members "whereby workers obtain work security, income security, food security and social security (at least health care, child care and shelter)." 65 The initial and principal impetus for the formation of this trade union of informal self-employed women workers 66 came from an elite professional, Ela R. Bhatt, who did not share the socioeconomic and cultural background of the self-employed workers -admittedly an outsider, at least during the initial days of the formation of the trade union. 67 At that time, other influential trade union leaders, in their individual capacities, also supported Bhatt in her endeavor. 68 Bhatt then established contacts and forged partnerships with some of the (future) stakeholders of the trade union, that is, the self-employed workers. 69 Initially, she also received active assistance from the trade union of formal workers, the Textile Labour Association (TLA). 70 She also integrated banks in her organizational initiative, which was the backdrop to setting up the SEWA Bank for the self-employed workers. Highly educated professional individuals and the connections and resources they offer have always been vital to the organizational experience of the SEWA. 72 Networking with government officials, journalists, researchers, and academics was instrumental in advancing the agendas of the SEWA during its foundational period. 73 Within three years of its formation, the union began networking internationally. Bhatt along with a Wall Street banker, Michaela Walsh, and a Ghanaian businesswoman, Esther Ocloo, established a network called the Women's World Banking, in order to facilitate credit access for women. 74 Walsh was particularly instrumental in establishing the network.
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The SEWA networks permeated political, ideological, and geographical borders. 76 The union successfully lobbied important political leaders, including ministers, in order to promote the interests of its members. 77 It has also established close links with the government, including implementing government programs such as the one on workers' education. 78 The union was also allowed to accompany labor officers of the government during the inspection process, thereby de facto enforcing labor laws in their areas of influence. 79 International organizations such as the International Labour Organization (ILO) too contributed towards the agenda of the SEWA. 80 The SEWA also integrated nongovernmental organizations in furtherance of its initiatives and forged nationwide and international alliances of NGOs and trade unions of informal workers. 81 However, at its core, the SEWA is an organization of informal self-employed women workers where decisionmaking is the prerogative of these workers. 82 The governance of the union is carried on by a mix of professional cadres and worker-members. 83 72 Id. at 12-13, 16, 126, 214. The SEWA always had (and still has) highly educated committed members on its rolls. The SEWA's professional members and outsider friends hold degrees from universities such as Harvard, Yale, Oxford, and Johns Hopkins. These educated professionals would often speak on behalf of the selfemployed worker members of the union, when these workers were unable to speak for themselves. The SEWA is different from the traditional concept of a trade union. 84 It offers specialist skills such as legal advocacy, financial and vocational training, organization and policy orientation to its members. 85 Despite being a trade union, the SEWA undertakes these initiatives through the approximately ninety registered trade and service cooperatives that it has established for its members. 86 The Swashrayi Mahila Sewa Sahakari Bank (SEWA Bank) is the largest cooperative of SEWA members with 93,000 savings accounts, and is run by the members themselves. 87 The SEWA Bank was established in reaction to the attitude of the mainstream banking sector towards the workers. 88 Even though the government encouraged banking with the poor workers, banks would refuse to transact with the illiterate informal workers. 89 The SEWA Bank improvised photo identity cards as a substitute for signature by the workers in order to integrate illiterate informal workers within its fold.
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The SEWA's healthcare initiative, which is also run by the members, is a combination of health education and curative care. 91 The SEWA's childcare initiatives are run by local cooperatives and other organizations. The SEWA initiated its integrated insurance scheme in 1992 with the help of the national insurance companies. 92 It also provides legal services including legal education and legal assistance to its members during litigation through its legal advisory center. The SEWA Academy promotes its members' education and capacity- building. The SEWA established the Mahila Housing SEWA Trust in 1994 in order to improve housing and infrastructural conditions of women engaged in informal economic activities. The SEWA also lobbies the government on several issues that are central to the working lives of informal workers. 93 Additionally, it resorts to direct struggle and agitation against myriad forms of discrimination against women informal workers.
94 Moreover, at a fundamental level, the SEWA unionization provides the much needed legitimation and recognition of informal workers and their activities. 95 Based on her study of the SEWA unionization, Elizabeth Hill argues that by organizing the most vulnerable, marginalized and impoverished women workers, the SEWA addresses their inherent insecurity, hesitation, fear, exclusion, anxiety, and oppression.
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B. The Kagad Kach Patra Kashtakari Panchayat
While the SEWA is a trade union of self-employed informal women workers engaged in a diverse range of activities, the Kagad Kach Patra Kashtakari Panchayat (KKPKP) is a trade union of waste-pickers in Pune, Maharashtra.
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The KKPKP registered itself as a trade union in 1993. 98 Unlike the SEWA, the KKPKP admits both men and women members. 99 In its early days, the KKPKP developed much like the SEWA. The principal idea and impetus for the formation of an organization of informal waste-pickers in Pune, Maharashtra, came from two university professors, who were implementing the National Adult Education Programme for child waste-pickers during the early 1990s.
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The professors first campaigned for child education and source segregation of 93 recyclable waste; they reached out to adult waste-pickers and proposed that their children be educated, and had identity cards issued to adult waste-pickers by their university in order to enable them to smoothly carry on their work.
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Having established their camaraderie with the waste-pickers, the two professors came in contact with Baba Adhav, an experienced trade union leader and president of a trade union of head-loaders (manual workers).
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Adhav emphasized the importance of organizing the waste-pickers as a trade union, and was actively instrumental during the formation of the KKPKP. The activist-professors and the waste-pickers with whom they established a "close and enduring reciprocal relationship" reached out to the larger wastepicker community in the city of Pune in order to convince them to organize as a trade union.
103 It was through a convention, organized by Adhav, the activist-professors, and other individuals, that the trade union of waste-pickers, the KKPKP, was born in 1993. Thus, the formation of the organization of waste-pickers was a result of networking and close collaboration between different organizations (including a university), responsible and committed individuals, and the waste-pickers themselves.
One of the principal purposes of the union is to promote waste-picking as productive, valuable, and meaningful work in order to ensure that wastepickers are recognized and respected as workers. 104 The KKPKP works on the same principles as the SEWA. While on the one hand the KKPKP organizes to provide for socioeconomic benefits to its members, on the other, it mobilizes its members for direct political action and lobbying. At yet another level, the union also uses the market efficiently by engaging in the waste-recycling business.
The KKPKP has institutionalized socioeconomic promotion programs for its members and has instituted credit cooperatives, group insurance, and a cooperative store for its members. 105 The KKPKP has also promoted self-help groups for its members. 106 In 1995 the KKPKP established a cooperative shop for waste trade run by its members. Twenty to thirty members are engaged in the shop that sells waste for recycling. This cooperative enterprise (i.e., the "waste shop") arranges for provision of paid leave, provident funds, bonuses, and other social security benefits to the workers engaged in the shop. Additionally, in collaboration with the Life Insurance Corporation in India, the KKPKP has arranged for a contributory group insurance program, whereby its members are insured against disability, accidental death, and natural death.
The KKPKP undertakes educational and literacy programs. 107 It has launched awareness initiatives on issues such as child labor, discrimination against girls, domestic violence, and child marriage; the union also pressures its members to refrain from child marriage. The KKPKP also organizes direct action and protest marches against the government. From 1999 onwards, the KKPKP has been organizing annual protest rallies with its members. It has been lobbying the government for the incorporation of waste-pickers under the scope of the Maharashtra Hamal Mathadi and Unprotected Manual Workers (Regulation of Employment and Welfare) Act.
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The trade union not only protests against the government, but also participates in issue-based collaboration with the government. On the basis of the KKPKP's negotiations, the Pune Municipality (i.e., where the KKPKP is based) developed a medical insurance program for waste-pickers. 109 The KKPKP also partnered with the Pune Municipality in order to establish a door-to-door waste collection initiative by the waste-pickers from the municipal residents and commercial establishments. 110 The advantage of this mechanism is that while on the one hand, the waste pickers earn by removing the waste of these residents and offices, on the other, they also earn from selling the recyclable waste to the recycling agents. The KKPKP's innovation in involving the local government as a partner in this initiative is pioneering in the country.
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As a testimony to the KKPKP's growing influence, the union is represented in a number of decision-making bodies such as the Collector's Child Labour Committee, Apex Committee on Sanitation (Pune Municipal Corporation), Advisory Committee on Domestic Workers Act, and others. 112 The KKPKP also acts as the secretariat for an alliance of several waste-pickers' organizations from different states in India, named the SWACHH National Alliance of Waste Pickers (SWACHH). 113 The SWACHH currently has twenty-four organizations working with issues involving waste-pickers. The alliance developed a national policy on solid-waste management, and proposes to lobby government(s) in order to implement its policy proposal.
C. The Barjya Punarbyawaharikaran Shilpa Shramik Sangathan
I have elsewhere documented an organizational initiative of informal wastepickers in Kolkata, India, called the Barjya Punarbyawaharikaran Shilpa Shramik Sangathan (BPSSS), in which I actively participated. 114 As articulated with regard to the Kolkata organization, the genesis of the trade union initiative of informal waste-pickers was of a strategic and functional character similar to that of both the SEWA and the KKPKP. The primary impetus for the formation of the trade union in this case also came from two university professors, acting upon the advice of the ILO officials based in Delhi, India. However, since the professors did not have an effective grassroots connection with informal waste-pickers, they proposed and advocated the union's formation to an NGO -the Calcutta Samaritans. Their objective was to integrate the NGO as a promoter of the trade union because the NGO already engaged a large number of waste-pickers in Kolkata in their programs.
Since 1971, the Calcutta Samaritans has been engaging with the wastepickers and other homeless workers in Kolkata. 115 In this respect, the NGO's campaign included a survey of the homeless population in the city of Kolkata, advocacy for the inclusion of the homeless population as beneficiaries of government-sponsored schemes, and a report on the situational analysis of waste-pickers in the city. 116 Once they supported the idea of a trade union for waste-pickers, the Calcutta Samaritans reached out to their waste-picker constituency in order to encourage them to form a trade union. The idea was well received by the waste-pickers in Kolkata and they decided to participate in the trade union initiative.
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Apart from the NGO, several other entities and individuals, including the legal aid society of the WB National University of Juridical Sciences, were 114 Routh, supra note 111. This study of the organization of informal workers was conducted in the urban area of Kolkata during March to July, 2011. An earlier study in the same region with the same group of workers was undertaken in 2009. I employed a qualitative method of data collection for the case study. The study was principally based on semi-structured interviews supplemented by participant observation. integrated into the initiative, thereby contributing to the visibility, legitimacy, and bargaining strength of the union. This larger social participation, with the active involvement of the waste-pickers, generates power and opportunity for the latter, who are otherwise the most marginalized of all informal workers, as is clear from their exclusion even from the informal worker-specific law and policy of the country.
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Compared to the SEWA or the KKPKP, the BPSSS is a very young initiative of informal workers. Even though it was established only in 2011, there are indications that some of its early initiatives are moving in the same direction as the SEWA or the KKPKP. After the formation of the BPSSS, the abovementioned legal aid society adopted the union as one of its projects.
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The legal aid society not only agreed to help the trade union in its membership drive, but also undertook to offer legal assistance to the trade union members and literacy training to their children. 120 Additionally, the BPSSS has received some funding from external sources. The trade union members have decided to use this funding in furtherance of group medical insurance for the union members. 121 Apart from these initiatives, what is important in these agendas is that within a very short span of time, the BPSSS was able to achieve some visibility to the advantage of its members, which is one of the central objectives of informal workers' organizations. The organizations discussed above, then, all have a core constituency of informal workers. However, their structure includes entities and individuals outside their core constituency. These organizations network with a range of institutions and individuals in order to promote the interests of their core constituency. They also adopt a collaborative (but uncompromising) approach towards government institutions. The characteristics and functioning of these organizations indicate that even though they are registered as trade unions, they are not really trade unions in the traditional understanding of the concept. While their structure partly resembles trade unions and some of their activities are traditionally associated with trade union activities, these organizations of informal workers are sui generis associations, as I argue in the following Part. The idea of trade union pertains to a specific trade, craft, or skill.
III. an Idea of Workers' aggregatIon
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Traditionally, trade unions are combinations of workers employed in a common trade, organizing themselves against repression by employers and the state.
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Such occupation-based organizations -representing a class -against employers still characterize modern trade unions. 125 The sense of hostility underlying the genesis of trade unions explains why they are constituted as an oppositional force not only against employers, but sometimes also against the capitalist production process.
126 Accordingly, it is not surprising that Engels did not consider associations of unskilled and unstable workers, who can offer only weak opposition and may change their trade any day, as trade unions. Taking Engels's reflection as a jumping off point, in this Part, I compare the informal workers' organizations described earlier with the traditional conceptualization of trade unions and self-employed traders' guilds in order to ascertain whether the former take any of these forms. I then offer an idea of informal workers' aggregation.
A. Trade Unions and Informal Workers' Organizations
The industrial proletariat stereotype that shaped the idea of the trade union is a misfit for the circumstances of informal workers. 127 Informal workers are not attached to one occupational identity, but move from one work to another; 122 fRedeRick engels, Engels [Letter] the nature of their work does not allow them to come together in a definite workplace; they are generally disorganized, and oftentimes remain without work; their worker identity is malleable; sometimes they are employed by an employee, at other times they are self-employed, and at yet other times they work for multiple individuals, none of whom may be identified as the employer; and their concerns are more about immediate subsistence, rather than the wellbeing of the society at large.
Because of the nature of their activities and their modus operandi, it becomes difficult for informal workers to organize as traditional trade unions in order to negotiate with several entities -not necessarily limited to an employer or the state -that are contributory to their marginalized status. In view of their limited power and capacity, it is necessary for informal workers to integrate powerful and influential segments of society into their movement. If informal workers' conditions need to be improved (which is the objective of their organizations), the involvement with a range of social-cultural-politicaleconomic issues is absolutely necessary.
128
From such a point of view, outsiders have an important role to play in informal workers' organizations. Even though their influence on the Indian trade union movement cannot be conclusively ascertained, outsiders, that is, people outside trade unions or non-workers in a particular industry, were always part of the Indian trade union movement. 129 Similarly, for the organizations of informal workers, as noted above, the primary impetus and initiative to organize came from outsiders who were not informal workers themselves. The outsiders play an identifiably vital role in establishing the avenues of power and influence of the organizations. Considering the nature of the marginalization that informal workers sustain, this power and influence is the most significant aspect of their organizations.
Even though outsiders have been engaged in both traditional trade union activities as well as informal workers' organizations, the nature and role of outsiders differ for these two categories of workers' organizations. Traditionally, outsiders to specific trade unions were members of political parties and part and parcel of the overall political process in the country -they were only outsiders to specific industries and trade unions. These outsiders, who were generally political leaders affiliated with political parties, would organize workers at specific workplaces. They would be involved in organizing industry-specific workers across the states and affiliating them with their parent federation (of trade unions). On the one hand, much less effort was required to organize workplace-based formal workers, but on the other, the outsiders' main interest was in strengthening their political movement through trade union affiliations. Engaging in the everyday functioning of the trade unions was not on their agenda. Involvement of outsiders, therefore, brought political strength to trade unionism.
However, outsiders who become involved in the organizations of informal workers, as indicated above, generally do not have a particular political affiliation. Nor is their involvement with a view to affiliate specific organizations with a larger political body. Moreover, even though these outsiders cannot rely on a specific workplace-based strategy to organize workers (because of the dispersed nature of informal work), the principal idea to organize emanates from them -initially without any substantial support from the concerned workers themselves. Moreover, outsider members of informal workers' organizations bring in resources for the organizations, which are used in furtherance of developing their insurance and welfare programs. Since these outsiders do not per se bring in political strength, informal workers' organizations have to network with other organizations in order to generate political power.
Informal workers' organizations are not only different insofar as the role of outsiders is concerned, but also differ from traditional trade unions in their function. Trade unions in India have historically employed political means, such as bargaining and strikes, in order to negotiate with or embarrass the political party in power. 130 Adversarial confrontation with employers is still the dominant strategy adopted by Indian trade unions. 131 However, while the traditional trade unions sustain adversarial strategies, 132 organizations of informal workers oftentimes adopt a more cooperative approach towards the state and employers.
The traditional idea of trade unionism as an adversarial, politically charged and oppositional movement is only incidental, but not central, to the informal workers' collective movements, because these organizations not only agitate against the state, but also collaborate with the state on several issues. For example, as discussed in Part II, even though the SEWA occasionally agitates against the government, it was also an implementing agency for the government program on workers' education. The SEWA also assists labor inspectors during the legally mandated inspection process. It also lobbies the government and individual ministers to promote its members' interest. Likewise, the KKPKP, despite holding regular protest rallies against the government, sits on several government committees concerning a range of issues. Additionally, the KKPKP also collaborates with the government in instituting door-to-door collection contracts and group insurance for waste-pickers.
Additionally, organizations of informal workers also support their members through various socioeconomic initiatives. While the SEWA extends services such as legal advocacy, training and literacy, banking, healthcare, childcare, insurance, and affordable housing to its members, the KKPKP issues identity cards, secures credit, offers insurance, and arranges educational facilities and awareness initiatives for its members. Although the BPSSS is a new organization, it has already initiated a drive to offer group insurance to its members. These initiatives have been devised with a view to promoting allround improvement in workers' conditions. Moreover, these organizations either promote or themselves undertake businesses on behalf of their members. For instance, the SEWA bank not only offers banking facilities to the informal workers, but also promotes the livelihoods of several of its members by integrating many of them in the running of the bank. The KKPKP, on the other hand, has established a waste-shop in order to promote its members' trade in waste recycling. Instead of having to range across the city to sell what they collect, KKPKP members can sell their recyclable waste directly from the union-managed shop. These initiatives of the organizations are aimed at directly promoting the livelihoods of their members; as a result of these initiatives, the informal worker-members of these organizations -who are mainly self-employed -enjoy some semblance of security in their livelihoods.
Organizations of self-employed individuals are not historically unprecedented. Historically, craft workers have organized in order to promote their individual and trade interests. Such organizations sought to promote the overall interests of the craft members, including with initiatives on insurance and welfare. Considering the initiatives undertaken by the organizations of self-employed informal workers, there is a possibility, not least because of this historical similarity, that they could be conflated with traders' associations. 133 In view of such a possibility, it is useful to briefly consider whether the informal selfemployed workers' organizations mentioned above resemble the guilds or . Even when organizations are constitutive of self-employed workers, for informal workers, it cannot be concluded with certainty that there is no movement between the categories of waged work and self-employment, as indicated above. Given this characteristic of informal work, a self-employed workers' organization might, even if occasionally, also allow waged workers into its fold.
guild-like structures of the pre-industrial revolution era. If they do, it might be worthwhile, then, to consider whether the historical craft organization of guilds could serve as a model for these organizations of informal selfemployed workers.
B. Self-Employed Traders' Guilds and Self-Employed Informal Workers' Organizations
As described above, the organizations of informal workers, in both their manner of organizing and modus operandi, also differ from the medieval guilds or guild-like structures. Even though the term is variously defined, guilds were roughly independent, local, permanent professional organizations of people in the same profession or craft, whose primary aim was the maintenance of a trade monopoly. 134 Additionally, guilds and guild-like structures have also been characterized as furthering their members' political, social, cultural, and religious interests, apart from their economic agenda. 135 From a functional point of view, if we take into account the range of activities undertaken by the organizations of informal workers, guild-like structures come close to informal workers' organizations only insofar as guilds were concerned with the comprehensive betterment of the lives of their members (including, for example, by imparting training, and offering them insurance and social welfare). 136 However, the delegation of state power to the guilds, an important characteristic of theirs, 137 is completely absent from the informal workers' organizations. Guilds were not only an extension of the state; they were representatives of the producers, the consumers, and the community at large. 138 A significant difference between the guilds and the informal workers' organizations described in this Article is that whereas guilds used to be powerful organizations and an extension of the state, 139 informal workers' organizations are still only marginal players, if at all, with regard to state policy; neither are they, in any way, linked to the state as apparatuses. Moreover, the primary orientation of the guilds was economic. 140 In distinction, even though organizations of informal workers promote the economic interests of their members, they are primarily concerned with the overall wellbeing of their worker-members. Again, guilds were organizations of traders, manufacturers and artisans, who, in the production and distribution cycle, used to possess a substantial amount of power and influence. Even though some informal workers produce goods to be distributed, it would be a stretch of the imagination to categorize them as traders or manufacturers. Thus, the idea of a guild fails to articulate the vulnerability, marginalization, and powerlessness of informal workers and their countermovement by means of their organization. Definitely, then, organizations of informal workers cannot be characterized as guilds or guildlike structures.
If the concept of trade union falls short of explaining the nature of organization of informal workers and the idea of guild is far removed from their organizational initiative, how can the organization of informal workers be conceptualized? My attempt at an answer is as follows.
C. An Idea of Informal Workers' Aggregation
As the examples in Part II indicate, informal workers' organizational initiatives are based on functional necessities rather than on strict adherence to a specific form. Because of the nature of their work, informal workers need to bargain mainly with the state (primarily the government) and not with employers. Accordingly, their priority is to enhance their bargaining power vis-à-vis the government rather than an employer (i.e., when one exists). Due to their marginalization, illiteracy, lack of awareness, and informational deficiency, by themselves they are unable to generate enough political power to influence the government (or the state) mechanism. This is evident from the exclusion of informal workers from government planning and policies in India, as noted by the NCEUS. 141 It is therefore important for informal workers to involve as many institutions and individuals as might help them enhance their bargaining power against the state.
In this respect, specific categories of informal workers need to ascertain which institutions and individuals might be important for their specific circumstances. As is evident from the experiences of informal workers' organizations, the choice of integrating outside entities is not always in the hands of the informal workers -much of that choice depends on chance factors and priorities of these other entities. Thus, even though the choice of integrating outside entities does not always rest with the workers, what they must ensure is that the integration ultimately generates social and political power for their organizations.
However, the organizational model I discuss in this Article sees the state not only as an adversary, but also has to involve the instrumentalities of the state as partner. A state consists of the government, the legislature, the judiciary, members of parliament, opposition parties, local administrators, and local elected representatives. In the envisaged organizational model, some of these constitutive entities of the state could be integrated in the organization process of informal workers. Additionally, non-state entities such as NGOs, social activists, and even universities or research institutions could also become coalition partners in the organizational initiative of informal workers.
Further, under the existing circumstances of impoverishment and marginalization of informal workers in India, workers need not concern themselves with the long-term goals and consequences of their organizational initiatives. They need to think primarily about availing themselves of short-term benefits and advantages. In order to make use of (limited) available opportunities for their more immediate concerns, informal workers' organizations need to decide their agendas and operate locally. Such localized determination of agendas and priorities for organizations of informal workers also mandates that they should be decentralized (rather than a centrally controlled union structure) and based on the local social fabric. Such decentralized organization is helpful because locally based organizations need not conform to any centrally adopted ideology, policy, or strategy and may be informal activity-specific.
This model of organization of informal workers could be seen as a flux, or as a transient ever-evolving framework, which lacks specific form and characteristics at a single point in time.
142 I propose that we term this model of organization of informal workers as workers' aggregation. The term aggregation suggests a "more loosely integrated collection," 143 which is a more appropriate concept for the nature of organizations of informal workers. One could possibly use several alternative terms in order to convey the idea of a broadly-based organization that I hope to convey. The several closely connected possible terms would be: association, organization, collection, or group. There are, however, two problems in using any of these terms. The first is that all of them are very generic and, accordingly, could indicate all (i.e., any) kinds of organizations including a trade union. 144 The second problem with these terms is that they roughly indicate a well-formed and structured homogeneous group.
Homogeneity is something that eludes organizations of informal workers. The idea that I want to convey, instead, is that the organizational model of informal workers is not one of close-knit association with identical trade (worker) members; the informal workers' organizations described above are loosely formed organizations that integrate a range of workers engaged in several informal activities. It is also possible that each individual worker might work in different activities at the same time. Moreover, in the organizational model I describe, outsiders and non-worker members play a significant role in shaping and developing the organizations. Due to these unorthodox characteristics of informal workers' organizations, I propose that aggregation is a better term to convey the idea of a loosely formed group by (not identical but similarly situated) individuals for mutual benefits. While still a generic term, at the same time the idea of aggregation also suggests some kind of specificity or peculiarity. Since the principal constituent of this aggregation is informal workers, it is a workers' aggregation.
While an informal workers' aggregation needs to be primarily concerned with the interests of its worker-members, its approach towards the institutions of the state and non-state entities ought to be collaborative rather than confrontational. A class-based confrontational agenda need not be a priority for a workers' aggregation. This ambivalence regarding class identity does not, however, mean that a workers' aggregation need not be concerned about the larger political process. Indeed, one of the fundamental objectives in the development of the strategic aggregation of workers involving a range of individuals and institutions is to raise the workers' political negotiating power.
The possibility of such enhancement of negotiating power is more likely to be the result of strategic cooperation rather than class-based (or identitybased) division and conflict. Links with the institutions of the state and civil society are a must for a workers' aggregation, but it should remain a central feature of aggregation that it may successfully operate even without any conscious class-based identity formation and activism. Accordingly, the idea of informal workers' aggregation eschews the distinction between the different kinds of unionism as business unionism, social partner unionism, or class struggle unionism. 145 For an informal workers' aggregation to be effective, even though there should be a definite emphasis on collaboration with the different institutions of the state, these collaborations should not end up in making the aggregation subservient to the interest of the state, as has been the experience of either corporatist trade unionism or one-party unionism of former socialist states.
146 I discuss the relation between workers' aggregation and law in the next Part.
IV. Workers' aggregatIon and laW
In this Part, I analyze the role of law in the context of informal workers' aggregations in India. Before I engage with specific legislative strategies adopted by informal workers' aggregations, it is worthwhile to briefly consider the juridical bias against informal workers despite the constitutional enumeration of labor rights -including the right to unionization -mentioned above. The Constitution of India conflates the concept of work with the notion of employment. In its Part III, in the Fundamental Rights chapter, explicating the significance of employment, the Constitution delineates elaborate provisions on nondiscrimination and preferential treatment in matters of public employment.
147 It also prohibits "forced labour" and the engagement of children in "hazardous employment. The nature of these guarantees suggests that the constitutional understanding of work is limited to the contexts where workers are employed by management in an industrial facility. Ample indications in this respect are the references to public employment, unemployment allowance, and workers' participation in management. This understanding of work as employment reduces workers to employees. The second problematic issue in the constitutional understanding of work is that the idea of work pertains to wage, as evidenced by the constitutional provisions on securing a living wage and equal pay. This conflation of work with waged employment in an industry has the effect of excluding informal workers from the purview of constitutionally safeguarded labor rights. A significant percentage of informal workers, as discussed above, are selfemployed and unwaged workers; even when they are waged employees, the majority of them are not part of a formal industry. 155 As one might expect, the constitutional understanding of the idea of work and workers permeates labor law in India. Labor laws in India generally understand work as an employment relationship and the worker as an employee. 160 are some of the major pieces of labor legislation in India. In all of them work is conceptualized as an employment relationship and workers as employees. The legislative strategies adopted by informal workers in developing their aggregations therefore need to be contextualized against the above background.
Organizations of informal workers in India have made use of a range of statutes in order to constitute themselves as legitimate and authentic organizations of workers. Unsurprisingly, one of the primary legislative instruments used by the workers' organizations is the Trade Unions Act, 1926. 161 According to the Act, a trade union is an association "formed primarily for the purpose of regulating the relations between workmen and employers or between workmen and workmen, or between employers and employers, or for imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of any trade or business." 162 law. 163 Once registered, the trade union members are exempt from criminal conspiracy (otherwise statutorily penal) and civil action for anything done in furtherance of the objectives of the trade union. 164 The sole concern of the Trade Unions Act is to facilitate the unionization of employees and employers. The Act was devised to cater to the needs of an industry-based, employment relationship-centered pool of employees, but not workers generally. For reasons mentioned above, however, such a model of industrial relations is unsuited to the conditions of informal workers in India. Because of this mismatch between the trade union law and the modus operandi of informal workers, the Trade Unions Act sometimes poses a challenge to informal workers' organizations. A prominent instance was the initial refusal by authorities to register the SEWA under the Trade Unions Act, because the self-employed workers did not have an employer to bargain with. 165 However, after much persuasion and negotiation, the SEWA was allowed to register as a trade union under the Act of 1926, as I have discussed elsewhere. 166 Even though it is sometimes difficult for informal workers to organize under the Trade Unions Act -because their primary bargaining partner, contrary to the orientation of the Act, is the state rather than an employer -registering as a trade union still brings certain advantages to the informal workers.
Registration under the Act has both legal as well as political consequences. As Bhatt notes, trade unions enhance the visibility of informal workers, who otherwise remain excluded from the policy purview. Another fundamentally important role that trade unionism plays in the lives of informal workers is to promote the recognition of such workers as workers. People engaging in survival activities such as waste picking are barely recognized as workers. However, as the instances of the SEWA and KKPKP go to show, after forming a trade union waste-pickers are recognized as workers -legally as well as politically -because legally a trade union pertains to workers and government authorities feel politically comfortable negotiating with unionized workers. 167 Further, Hill notes that trade unionism helps overcome the vulnerable informal workers' insecurities, fear, exclusion, and oppression. 168 This sense of empowerment emanates from the collective identity shaped by trade unionism. 169 The consciousness of belonging -that there are others like me; that we make a valuable contribution to the society; that we have rights; that we have claims to state resources; that we are poor but many; and that we have our own organization -enhances every worker's perception of self-worth. Apart from these various advantages, the fundamental practical function of trade unionism remains bargaining, and in furtherance of such bargaining, trade unions can impose restrictions on trade or business. For bargaining purposes, trade unions may undertake with immunity actions such as strike, picketing, and determining minimum wages and working times, which might otherwise be considered as restrictions on trade. It is only trade unions that are exempt from being held in violation of trade when undertaking such actions, thereby making the trade union a sought-after legal status.
However, in the context of informal workers, the majority of whom are self-employed, the immunities generally available to trade unions can sometimes become problematic. The legal recognition of trade unions absolves them of liabilities arising out of conspiracies in furtherance of valid trade union objectives.
170 Such legal recognition also shields trade unions from the purview of the competition law (for example, when bargaining for minimum wages). 171 However, if self-employed informal workers, who can also be seen as businesspersons running tiny businesses, engage in trade union activities in determining the (minimum) exchange rates for their goods and services, thereby influencing market outcomes, their trade unionism could fall foul of the competition law regime, 172 and could perhaps be construed as conspiracy. ." Section 2(c) of the Act defines a cartel as an "association of producers, sellers, distributors, traders or service providers" who by an agreement control the trade or the price in the market. Thus, according to the Act, informal workers such as street vendors or rickshaw pullers could constitute an enterprise, and accordingly, cannot establish an association in furtherance of their collective interests either through bargaining with the government (which might be considered an intervention in trade) or by collective agreement amongst themselves (i.e., a purported cartel) deciding the minimum terms of their work. Any such association and their collective decision might be If trade unionism amongst informal workers is to become influential, selfemployed informal workers such as street vendors, waste-pickers and subsistence agriculturists need to be considered as workers rather than entrepreneurs. We need to conceptualize the entire range of informal workers through a workers lens. Law and policy should attune itself in such a manner that some of the lowest-rung informal workers -waste-pickers and street vendors -are not treated as entrepreneurs. Legal recognition of informal work and workers is therefore significant for promoting trade unionism and collective action amongst informal workers.
While legal recognition of the entire range of informal workers as workers might promote trade unionism amongst them, trade unionism per se has only limited potential to ameliorate the conditions of informal workers. As the earlier Parts have suggested, trade unionism of informal workers in India has been able to bargain for beneficial contracts, policies, and statutes from the state. However, such bargaining successes are few and far between when seen against the backdrop of the enormous number of informal workers in India.
Informal workers are some of the most vulnerable workers in India, who are deprived of even the minimum securities in their lives and work. Accordingly, informal workers' collective action needs to devise ways to address the inherent insecurities and exclusion of informal workers, in both the shorter and longer term. It is in this context that informal workers' collective action makes judicious use of the legal framework in India.
Apart 178 This kind of membership requirement works very well with organizations of informal workers. It is possible that informal workers could organize on the basis of their occupation, but since they often change their occupation or are engaged in multiple occupations, organizing on the basis of locality, class, tribe, or caste allows them the flexibility of organizing as cooperative societies and holding their diverse membership together under one organizational umbrella.
Promoting the economic interests (of members of a cooperative society) is a broadly conceived objective. This objective encompasses a range of economic activities -from business ventures to credit groups. As the examples of the SEWA, the KKPKP, and other organizations suggest, 179 aggregations of informal workers have established business ventures, including credit and self-help groups, in the form of cooperative societies. These business ventures or credit societies are established with a view to promoting the different economic activities that informal workers are engaged in. The cooperative societies also offer their members easy credit to be used in furtherance of their specific economic activities. Accordingly, informal workers' cooperative societies address the economic insecurities of their members.
However, as is the case with their trade unions, registering their cooperative societies is not easy for informal workers. Irrespective of the formal guarantees offered by the 1912 Act, it is the Registrar of Co-operative Societies who ultimately decides whether or not members of a cooperative society belong to the same tribe, class, caste, occupation, or locality, and whether or not to register a society. 180 There are indications that registrars often are not satisfied with the worker status of informal workers and doubtful of their capacities to carry on cooperative activities.
181
The other legal avenue used by the aggregations of informal workers is the Societies Registration Act, 1860. The Societies Registration Act seeks to improve the legal conditions of societies established for the purpose of promoting literature, science, and fine arts, as well as scientific knowledge, political education, and charitable initiatives.
182 Any seven or more persons also be exempt from paying registration fees, stamp duties, and income tax on profits. Id. § 21. 178 Id. § 6. This is unless a registered society is also one of the members of a (i.e., another) society. Id. 179 antony, supra note 98; Routh, supra note 111, at 69-80. 180 Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, § § 7, 9. 181 Bhatt, supra note 1. 182 Societies Registration Act, 1860, preamble, § 20. such a company as a limited liability company without mandating the use of the word limited in its name. 188 Thus, under the Act, companies can be registered for charitable purposes. By registering themselves under the Act, workers can undertake a profitable venture collectively and use their profit in furtherance of their collective needs. The advantage of organizing as a limited liability company is that the workers (i.e., promoters of the company) are not personally or collectively liable in case the company falters. The liability rests with the corporate entity (i.e., the company) and only to the extent limited by its memorandum and articles of association. A company, therefore, opens up several business possibilities for informal workers with only one condition, namely that their profit need be channeled to charitable purposes. It is no surprise, then, that some informal workers' aggregations in India register their profitable activities under section 25, so that they can use their profits in furtherance of their members' requirements.
As we have seen, informal workers' aggregations use a range of legislative instruments in furtherance of their overall development. The different legislative instruments discussed above are all centrally important in promoting collective initiative amongst informal workers. Considering the unique working experience, marginalization, and vulnerability of informal workers, trade unionism alone is not sufficient in consolidating their collective action. Aspects such as guaranteed work and basic security are centrally important to informal workers' aggregations. Under these circumstances, instead of offering specific welfare guarantees, the law needs to enable workers to promote their overall development through collective agency. As the experiences of workers' aggregations in India show, with a little sensitivity on the part of legal policy, organizations are capable of successfully addressing the multidimensional vulnerabilities of informal workers.
Thus, while the appropriate legislative framework for facilitating informal workers' aggregation exists in India, the juridical understandings of work and workers are biased against informal workers and their activities. The juridical conflation of work with employment permeates through the Constitution of India and the range of specific legislation concerning workers. The juridical recognition of unwaged and non-income workers who are not part of an employment relationship is largely absent from the legal imagination. This situation has changed slightly with the enactment of the Unorganised Workers' Social Security Act, 2008, 189 and certain other pieces of state (i.e., provincial) legislation, which recognize certain unwaged workers as workers. Law still needs to recognize informal work as work and the varieties of informal workers as workers if informal workers' collective action is to ameliorate the conditions of the workers. The Trade Unions Act, in particular, needs to be pioneering in this respect.
conclusIon
In this Article I have conceptualized a form of organization that is evolving amongst self-employed informal workers in India. I term this organizational form workers' aggregation. I use this terminology with a view to distinguishing the informal workers' organizational model both from trade unions and from guild-like structures (or employers' or business associations). A workers' aggregation is a loose collection of several individuals all of whom are interested in ameliorating the conditions of informal workers. However, a workers' aggregation is not constituted solely of informal worker-members. Several individuals and entities are involved in such an aggregation. Moreover, unlike the traditional trade union movement, informal workers' aggregations undertake a diversified range of initiatives, in which they negotiate with the government (and employers), use the market to their advantage, and develop their own social protection framework. Additionally, these organizations network with other non-state entities including the civil society in order to enhance their bargaining power and visibility. This functional integration and organizational novelty is what constitutes an informal workers' aggregation. I have noted that while the appropriate legislative framework for facilitating informal workers' collective action exists in India, the juridical bias of conceptualizing work through the lens of an employment relationship needs to be overcome. Unless the diverse range of informal workers are recognized as such, their collective action will remain a distant possibility for the majority of them. In view of this juridical bias, it is not surprising that around eighty percent of informal workers are unorganized in India.
